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SUPERCRITICAL OR MIXED PHASE MULTI-PORT FUEL INJECTOR

Related Applications

The present application claims the benefit of United States Provisional

Patent Application No. 61/428,756 filed December 30, 2010 which is

incorporated herein by reference.

Background

The present application relates generally to fuel injection in a turbine

engine, and more particularly but not exclusively relates to fuel injection where

the fuel is in a mixed phase or supercritical fluid state. Presently available

turbine engine fuel systems have fuel passages that are sized for warmed

operation where the fuel is partially or completely vaporized. However, during

operating conditions where liquid fuel is present, liquid can puddle in the fuel

passages and/or cause variation in the flow rate or composition of fuel at the fuel

injector nozzle. Systems that are sized favorably for liquid operation can suffer

vapor lock when the fuel is vaporized. Therefore, developments in the

technology are desirable.



Summary

One embodiment is a unique apparatus for fueling a turbine engine with

two-phased or supercritical fluid. Further embodiments, forms, objects, features,

advantages, aspects, and benefits shall become apparent from the following

description and drawings.



Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system for fueling a turbine engine with

2-phase or super-critical fluid.

Fig. 2 is a portion of a fuel system for a turbine engine.

Fig. 3A is a first view of a valve and expansion chamber for a fuel system

for a turbine engine.

Fig. 3B is a second view of the valve and expansion chamber for a fuel

system for a turbine engine.

Fig. 4A is a first view of a valve without an expansion chamber for a fuel

system for a turbine engine.

Fig. 4B is a second view of the valve without an expansion chamber for a

fuel system for a turbine engine.

Fig. 5A is a first view of angled nozzle exits.

Fig. 5B is a second view of the angled nozzle exits.

Fig. 6 is a schematic flow diagram of a technique for fueling a turbine

engine with 2-phase or super-critical fluid.

Fig. 7 is a schematic block diagram of a controller for controlling a valve to

provide a specified backpressure on a fuel supply.



Description of Illustrative Embodiments

For purposes of promoting an understanding of the principles of the

invention, reference will now be made to the embodiments illustrated in the

drawings and specific language will be used to describe the same. It will

nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope of the invention is

thereby intended, any alterations and further modifications in the illustrated

device, and any further applications of the principles of the invention as illustrated

therein being contemplated a s would normally occur to one skilled in the art to

which the invention relates.

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system 00 for fueling a turbine engine

(not shown) with 2-phase or super-critical fluid. The system 100 includes a fuel

supply 102 and an air supply 106, each fluidly coupled to a mixer 104. The mixer

104 provides a combustion stream 208 including the airflow 206 mixed with fuel

112 passing from the fuel supply 102 through a valve, fueling passages, and

nozzle exits. An exemplary portion of the system 100 including the valve, fueling

passages, and nozzle exits, is described in the portion referencing Fig. 2 that

follows. The system 100 further includes a combustion chamber 108 of the

turbine engine wherein the combustion stream 208 is combusted. The system

100 further includes a controller 110 that functionally executes operations of

fueling the turbine engine with 2-phase or super-critical fluid. The controller 110

is structured to operatively communicate with any sensor or actuator in the

system 100. The controller 110 may be a single device or a distributed number



of two or more devices. The operations of the controller 1 0 may be performed

in hardware and/or in software.

Fig. 2 is a portion of a fuel system for a turbine engine. The fuel system

includes a valve 202 fluidly coupled to a fuel supply 102 on an upstream side and

fluidly coupled to a number of fueling passages 204 on a downstream side. The

valve 202 maintains the fuel supply 102 at a pressure greater than an ambient

pressure. In certain embodiments, the valve 202 may further maintain the fuel

supply 102 at a pressure greater than a liquid pressure for the fuel at a current

temperature of the fuel, and/or at a pressure greater than a critical pressure of

the fuel.

The valve 202 may be a check valve, for example a valve operated with a

biasing member such as a spring holding the valve 202 closed until an operating

pressure is exceeded. In certain embodiments, the valve 202 is responsive to a

control signal from the controller 110 . The controller 110 may provide a

command to open or close the valve 202, or in certain embodiments the

controller 110 may provide a command for a pressure in the fuel supply 102 to be

maintained by the valve 202. The described operations of the valve 202 are

exemplary and non-limiting.

The fuel system further includes nozzle exits 2 14 corresponding to the

fueling passages 204. The fueling passages 204 are structured such that fuel

flowing from the valve 202 to each of the nozzle exits 214 flows monotonically

downward. Monotonically downward as used herein indicates flow passages 204

that, between the valve 202 and the nozzle exit 214, do not have any flow



portions wherein the flowing fluid works against gravity when the turbine engine

is nominally positioned (e.g. as installed on an airplane while the airplane is

sitting on level ground). In certain embodiments, monotonically downward

indicates that, between the valve 202 and the nozzle exit 214, the flow passages

204 do not substantially have any portions wherein the flowing fluid works

against gravity. For example, referencing Fig. 5A, a swirl region 502 at the

nozzle exits 5 14 includes the fuel passages having a characteristic shape that

imparts a swirl character to the exiting fuel from the passage 204. Referencing

Fig. 5B, a view at the face of the nozzle exits is illustrated. The exemplary nozzle

exits 214 with the swirl region 502 are considered to be passages with a

monotonically downward progression from the valve 202 to the nozzle exits 214.

In the example of Fig. 2 , the flow passages 204 are also considered to be

passages with a monotonically downward progression from the valve 202 to the

nozzle exits 214.

In certain embodiments, the valve 202 maintains the fuel supply 102 at a

pressure greater than a critical pressure of the fuel. In a further embodiment, the

valve 202 is a controlled valve and the controller 110 interprets a temperature of

the fuel supply and provides the control signal in response to the temperature of

the fuel supply. In one example, the controller 110 further provides the control

signal such that the valve 202 maintains the fuel supply 102 at a pressure greater

than a critical pressure of the fuel in response to the temperature of the fuel

exceeding a threshold temperature. In a further example, the controller 110

maintains the fuel supply 102 at a pressure greater than a critical pressure of the



fuel in response to the temperature of the fuel supply 02 exceeding, matching,

and/or approaching a critical temperature of the fuel. In another embodiment, the

controller 110 determines a temperature of the fuel supply 102, and maintains

the pressure of the fuel supply 102 at a pressure sufficient to maintain the fuel in

the fuel supply 102 as a liquid. The controller 110 can combine operations, for

example providing a fuel supply 102 backpressure at the critical pressure during

certain operating periods, providing fuel supply 02 backpressure at a liquid

pressure during other operating periods, and providing no backpressure (e.g.

opening the valve 202 fully) during yet other operating periods.

A total cross-sectional flow area of the plurality of fuel passages 204 is

sufficient to prevent vapor lock at a rated fueling value where the fuel is in any

phase, including liquid, vapor, super-critical fluid, or two-phase fluid. The total

fuel passage 204 area to prevent vapor lock depends upon the flow rate of the

fuel, the size and number of passages, the turndown ratio of the turbine engine,

the viscosity of the gaseous fuel, and other parameters that vary with specific

embodiments of the system 100 and that are normally available to one of skill in

the art when the design of a specific embodiment is known. An exemplary

embodiment includes the valve 202 providing backpressure to the fuel supply

102 such that a fuel pump (not shown) upstream of the valve 202 remains primed

with liquid fuel even while the turbine engine is operating at high temperatures.

An exemplary controller 110 determines the temperature of the fuel supply 102,

or the temperature of the fuel at the upstream fuel pump, and provides

commands to the valve 202 in response to the determined temperature. Another



exemplary controller 110 provides commands to the valve 202 in response to a

predetermined pressure value - for example a pressure required at the fuel

supply 102 to maintain liquid fuel at a highest estimated operating temperature

for the fuel at the upstream fuel pump.

The fuel system in the illustration of Fig. 2 includes a main fuel injection

nozzle body 212 that receives air 206, where the air is passed through swirlers

2 10 to provide a desired flow characteristic. The air 206 mixes with the fuel

passing through the nozzle exits 2 4 to form the combustion stream 208 that is

passed to the combustion chamber 108. An exemplary embodiment includes the

air 206 having a flow rate and characteristic to provide the combustion stream

208 with a desired fuel atomization or other predetermined characteristic.

Referencing Fig. 3A, a first view of a valve and expansion chamber is

illustrated. The fuel exits the valve 202 past a valve body 302 into the fuel

passages 204. The exemplary expansion chamber 308 is positioned between

the valve 202 and the passages 204. Each fuel passage 204 includes an inlet

309 (reference Fig. 3B). In the example, the inlets 309 are positioned in a disk

306. Each inlet 309 has an equivalent fuel receiving environment relative to the

valve 202. In the example of Fig. 3A, each inlet 309 is positioned at an identical

distance and position relative to the valve body 302, such that the fuel passages

204 receive identical fuel flow and composition. The valve inlets 309 on the disk

306 are radially distributed around a geometric center.

In certain embodiments, the equivalent fuel receiving environment may be

obtained through other design mechanisms, for example computational fluid



dynamics and/or simple data gathering can provide fluid passage inlet 309

configurations, including passage area and spacing, that provide equivalent fuel

receiving environments for an elliptical valve body 302 or for other environmental

variables that differ from the illustration of Fig. 3A. The valve 202 in Fig. 3A is a

spring 304 biased check valve, for example where the spring 304 provides

biasing pressure such that the fuel supply 02 is always above the critical

pressure for the fuel. The valve 202 may be a check valve, a controlled valve, or

a combination valve (e.g. with a mechanical biasing member and an

electronically controlled actuator). Any biasing member known in the art,

including at least a counterweight, an elastic members, and/or a stressed

mechanical object, is contemplated herein.

Referencing Fig. 4A, a valve 202 without an expansion chamber 308 for a

fuel system for a turbine engine is illustrated. The valve body 302 in Fig. 4A

covers the fuel passage inlets 404 when the valve 202 is in a closed position.

Referencing Fig. 4B, a second view of the valve 202 without the expansion

chamber is illustrated. The fuel passage inlets 404 in the example of Fig. 4B are

positioned around a ring 402 sized to receive the valve body 302. The valve

body 302 in Fig. 4A fluidly couples all fuel passage inlets 404 to the fuel supply

02 when the valve 202 is open by moving the valve body 302 down. Each inlet

404 has an equivalent fuel receiving environment from the valve 202. In the

example of Fig. 4A, each inlet 404 includes an identical distance and position

relative to the valve body 302, such that the fuel passages 204 receive identical

fuel flow and composition.



Fig. 7 is a schematic block diagram of a controller 0 for controlling a

valve 202 to provide a specified backpressure on a fuel supply 102. The

controller 1 0 includes modules that functionally execute the operations of the

controller 110 . The use of modules in the description emphasizes the functional

independence of the operations of the controller 10 , and the modules selected

illustrate one potential organization for the operations of the controller 110 .

Some or all of the functions performed by any module may be combined with the

functions performed by other modules, and some of the functions performed by

any module may be divided. A module may be a software element (e.g. as a

function or sub-routine) on a single controller, and/or may be divided among a

plurality of controllers. Some of the operations of a module may be implemented

in hardware rather than software. Certain modules may not be present in certain

embodiments of the system.

Certain operations described herein includes operations to interpret one or

more parameters. Interpreting, as utilized herein, includes receiving values by

any method known in the art, including at least receiving values from a datalink

or network communication, receiving an electronic signal (e.g. a voltage,

frequency, current, or PWM signal) indicative of the value, receiving a software

parameter indicative of the value, reading the value from a memory location on a

computer readable medium, receiving the value as a run-time parameter by any

means known in the art, and/or by receiving a value by which the interpreted

parameter can be calculated, and/or by referencing a default value that is

interpreted to be the parameter value.



The controller 110 depicted in Fig. 7 includes a valve backpressure

module 702, a fuel temperature module 704 and a backpressure target module

706. The valve backpressure module 702 provides a valve control signal 7 12 to

control the valve 202 to maintain the fuel supply pressure at a specified pressure

7 10. The valve control signal 712 includes a command to open or close the

valve, an electrical output (e.g. a voltage, current, and/or frequency) to which the

valve responds by opening or closing, and/or a commanded backpressure for the

valve. In certain embodiments, the fuel temperature module 704 interprets a

temperature of the fuel supply 708, and the backpressure target module 706

determines the specified pressure 7 10 as a function of the temperature of the

fuel supply 708. The specified pressure 710 includes a critical pressure 714

and/or a liquid pressure 716. An exemplary liquid pressure is a pressure

sufficient to maintain fuel in the fuel supply 102 as a liquid at the temperature of

the fuel supply 708. The liquid pressure 7 16 may be the pressure of required to

maintain the fuel as a liquid at an upstream pump position, a pressure to

maintain the fuel for a predetermined fuel temperature, or any other liquid

pressure 7 16 understood in the art.

The schematic flow diagram in Fig. 6 and related description which follows

provides an illustrative embodiment of a technique for fueling a turbine engine

with a super-critical or mixed phase fluid. Operations illustrated are understood

to be exemplary only, and operations may be combined or divided, and added or

removed, as well as re-ordered in whole or part, unless stated explicitly to the

contrary herein.



Fig. 6 is a schematic flow diagram of a technique 600 for fueling a turbine

engine with 2-phase or super-critical fluid. The technique 600 includes an

operation 602 to determine a temperature and/or a pressure of the fuel supply,

and an operation 604 determining a critical pressure for the fuel. The technique

600 includes a determination 606 whether the temperature of the fuel is above a

threshold temperature. In response to the temperature of the fuel being below

the threshold temperature, the technique 600 includes an operation 608 to

maintain a first back-pressure on the fuel supply. An exemplary first back¬

pressure is a back-pressure that maintains the fuel supply in a liquid state at the

temperature of the fuel. In response to the temperature of the fuel being greater

than the threshold temperature, the technique 600 includes an operation 6 10 to

maintain a second back-pressure on the fuel supply. An exemplary second

back-pressure is a pressure that is greater than the first back-pressure, and in

certain embodiments the second back-pressure is a pressure that maintains the

fuel supply in a liquid state at the temperature of the fuel, and/or a pressure that

is greater than or equal to a critical pressure of the fuel.

The exemplary technique 600 further includes an operation 612 to

selectively pass fuel through a valve. In certain further embodiments, the

technique 600 includes an operation 614 to expand the fuel into an expansion

chamber. The exemplary technique 600 further includes an operation 616 to

uniformly distribute the expanded fuel to a number of fuel passages, and an

operation 6 18 to flow the fuel monotonically downward through the fuel passages



to a number of nozzle exits. The technique 600 further includes an operation 620

to inject the fuel into a into a combustion chamber of a turbine engine.

As is evident from the figures and text presented above, a variety of

embodiments according to the present invention are contemplated.

One embodiment is a system including a turbine engine having a fueling

system, the fueling system including a valve fluidly coupled to a fuel supply on an

upstream side and fluidly coupled to a plurality of fueling passages on a

downstream side, where the valve is structured to maintain the fuel supply at a

pressure greater than an ambient pressure. The system includes nozzle exits

corresponding to the plurality fueling passages, and the fueling passages are

structured such that fuel flowing from the valve to each of the nozzle exits flows

monotonically downward. The valve can be a check valve and/or a controlled

valve. In the exemplary embodiment, the check valve maintains the fuel supply

at a pressure greater than a critical pressure of the fuel. The fuel exits the valve

into the plurality of fuel passages, and may pass through an expansion chamber

positioned between the valve and the passages.

The controlled valve opens in response to a control signal, and the system

further includes a controller that interprets a temperature of the fuel supply and

provides the control signal in response to the temperature of the fuel supply. The

controller further provides the control signal such that the valve maintains the fuel

supply at a pressure greater than a critical pressure of the fuel in response to the

temperature of the fuel exceeding a threshold temperature.



A total area of the plurality of fuel passages is sufficient to prevent vapor

lock at a rated fueling value where the fuel is in any phase, including liquid,

vapor, super-critical fluid, or two-phase fluid. Each fuel passage includes an inlet

that receives fuel from the valve, where each inlet has an equivalent fuel

receiving environment. The nozzle exits may be angled such that such that

exiting fuel has a swirl flow component.

Another exemplary embodiment is a method including maintaining a

backpressure against a fuel supply for a turbine engine, where the backpressure

is greater than a critical pressure for a fuel of the turbine engine. The method

further includes selectively passing fuel through a valve, uniformly distributing the

passed fuel to a plurality of fuel passages, and flowing the passed fuel

monotonically downward through the fuel passages to a plurality of nozzle exits.

The method further includes injecting the passed fuel through the nozzle exits

into a combustion chamber of the turbine engine.

The exemplary method includes adding a swirl flow component to the

injected fuel, and/or expanding the fuel into an expansion chamber disposed

between the valve and the fuel passages. The method includes maintaining the

backpressure by determining a critical pressure for the fuel, sensing a pressure

of the fuel supply, and commanding the valve to open in response to the

pressure of the critical pressure for the fuel and the pressure of the fuel supply.

In certain embodiments, the method includes maintaining the backpressure by

determining a temperature of the fuel supply, and commanding the valve to open

in response to the temperature of the fuel supply.



Yet another exemplary embodiment is a n apparatus including a fuel

supply having a valve, wherein the valve maintains the fuel supply at fuel supply

pressure greater than an ambient pressure. The apparatus includes a plurality of

fueling passages fluidly coupled to the valve, a fuel injection nozzle that receives

fluid flowing from the fueling passages, where the fuel injection nozzle includes

an outlet fluidly coupled to a combustion chamber of a turbine engine. The

fueling passages are structured such that fuel flowing from the valve to each of

the nozzle exits flows monotonically downward. The apparatus includes a

controller having a valve backpressure module that controls the valve to maintain

the fuel supply pressure at a specified pressure.

In certain embodiments, the controller further includes a fuel temperature

module that interprets a temperature of the fuel supply, and a backpressure

target module that determines the specified pressure as a function of the

temperature of the fuel supply. The specified pressure includes a critical

pressure and/or a pressure sufficient to maintain fuel in the fuel supply as a liquid

at the temperature of the fuel supply. The apparatus may include an expansion

chamber interposed between the valve and the plurality of fuel flow passages,

and the plurality of fueling passages may be radially distributed around a

geometric center. The exemplary apparatus further includes air flow passages

that provide an airflow induced swirl to a combustion stream including the airflow

mixed with fuel passing from the nozzle exits.

Yet another exemplary embodiment is an apparatus including a fuel

supply for a turbine engine, and a means for maintaining a specified pressure in



the fuel supply such that fuel in the fuel supply comprises a single continuous

phase. The means for maintaining a specified pressure in the fuel supply such

that fuel in the fuel supply comprises a single continuous phase include: a check

valve that provides a specified backpressure on the fuel supply, a controlled

valve that provides sufficient backpressure on the fuel supply to maintain the fuel

supply as a liquid, a controlled valve that provides sufficient backpressure on the

fuel supply to maintain the fuel supply as a supercritical fluid, and a check valve

and/or controlled valve that provides backpressure on the fuel supply in response

to a temperature of the fuel supply.

The apparatus further includes a plurality of fueling passages fluidly

coupling the valve to a plurality of nozzle exits and means for flowing equal

amounts of fuel to each of the fueling passages from the fuel supply. The means

for flowing equal amounts of fuel to each of the fueling passages from the fuel

supply includes geometrically positioning entry points to the fueling passages in

an equivalent configuration relative to an opening of the valve, providing the

fueling passage openings in an equivalent flow position relative to the valve via

entry spacing and openings determined according to computational fluid

dynamics, providing the entry points to the fueling passages in a radial

distribution around a center downstream of an expansion chamber, and providing

the fuel supply, valve, and fueling passage openings such that the openings are

directly exposed to the fuel supply when the valve opens. In a further

embodiment, the apparatus further includes means for determining a

temperature of the fuel supply. The means for determining the temperature of



the fuel supply include a fuel supply temperature sensor, a temperature model for

the fuel supply, reading the fuel supply temperature from a parameter stored on a

computer readable storage medium, and receiving the fuel supply temperature

as a message or part of a message on a network or datalink connection.

The apparatus further includes means for adjusting the specified pressure

in response to the temperature of the fuel supply. The means for adjusting the

specified pressure in response to the temperature of the fuel supply include a

controller that changes the specified pressure responsive to the temperature of

the fuel supply, a biasing member in the valve that changes the biasing force in

response to the temperature of the fuel supply, and a hardware device that

changes biasing force of the valve in response to a change in the temperature of

the fuel supply (e.g. a solenoid that adds or removes biasing force from the valve

in response to the temperature of the fuel supply). The apparatus can further

include means for maintaining a specified fuel flow rate in response to the

specified pressure. The means for maintaining a specified fuel flow rate in

response to the specified pressure include a pump upstream of the valve

responsive to the backpressure to provide a specified fuel flow rate and a

restriction upstream of the valve responsive to the backpressure such that the

provided fuel from the fuel supply maintains the specified fuel flow rate.

While the invention has been described in connection with what is

presently considered to be the most practical and preferred embodiment, it is to

be understood that the invention is not to be limited to the disclosed

embodiment(s), but on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications



and equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the

appended claims, which scope is to be accorded the broadest interpretation so

as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent structures as permitted

under the law. In reading the claims it is intended that when words such as "a,"

"an," "at least one" and "at least a portion" are used, there is no intention to limit

the claim to only one item unless specifically stated to the contrary in the claim.

Further, when the language "at least a portion" and/or "a portion" is used the item

may include a portion and/or the entire item unless specifically stated to the

contrary.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A system, comprising:

a turbine engine having a fueling system, the fueling system comprising:

a valve fluidly coupled to a fuel supply on an upstream side and

fluidly coupled to a plurality of fueling passages on a downstream side,

wherein the valve is structured to maintain the fuel supply at a pressure

greater than an ambient pressure;

a plurality of nozzle exits corresponding to the plurality fueling

passages; and

wherein the fueling passages are structured such that fuel flowing

from the valve to each of the nozzle exits flows monotonically downward.

2. The system of claim , wherein the valve comprises a check valve.

3 . The system of claim 2, wherein the check valve is structured to

maintain the fuel supply at a pressure greater than a critical pressure of the fuel.

4 . The system of claim 1, further comprising an expansion chamber

disposed between the valve and the plurality of fueling passages.



5 . The system of claim 1, wherein the valve comprises a controlled valve

structured to open in response to a control signal, the system further comprising

a controller structured to interpret a temperature of the fuel supply and to provide

the control signal in response to the temperature of the fuel supply.

6 . The system of claim 5, wherein the controller is further structured to

provide the control signal such that the valve maintains the fuel supply at a

pressure greater than a critical pressure of the fuel in response to the

temperature of the fuel exceeding a threshold temperature.

7 . The system of claim , wherein a total area of the plurality of fuel

passages is sufficient to prevent vapor lock at a rated fueling value where the

fuel is in any phase.

8 . The system of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of fuel passages

comprises an inlet that receives fuel from the valve, wherein all of the inlets

comprise an equivalent fuel receiving environment.

9 . The system of claim , wherein the plurality of nozzle exits are angled

such that exiting fuel has a swirl flow component.

10. The system of claim 1, further comprising an expansion chamber

disposed between the valve and the fueling passages.



11. A method comprising:

maintaining a backpressure against a fuel supply for a turbine engine,

wherein the backpressure is greater than a critical pressure for a fuel of the

turbine engine;

selectively passing fuel through a valve;

uniformly distributing the passed fuel to a plurality of fuel passages;

flowing the passed fuel through the fuel passages to a plurality of nozzle

exits; and

injecting the passed fuel through the nozzle exits into a combustion

chamber of the turbine engine.

12 . The method of claim , wherein the flowing comprises flowing the

fuel monotonically downward.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein said injecting comprises adding a

swirl flow component to the injected fuel.

14 . The method of claim 1, further comprising expanding the fuel into an

expansion chamber disposed between the valve and the plurality of fuel

passages.



5 . The method of claim 11, wherein the maintaining the backpressure

further comprises determining the critical pressure for the fuel, sensing a

pressure of the fuel supply, and commanding the valve to open in response to

the pressure of the critical pressure for the fuel and the pressure of the fuel

supply.

6 . The method of claim , wherein the maintaining the backpressure

further comprises determining a temperature of the fuel supply, and commanding

the valve to open in response to the temperature of the fuel supply.

17 . An apparatus, comprising:

a fuel supply having a valve, wherein the valve is structured to maintain

the fuel supply at fuel supply pressure greater than an ambient pressure;

a plurality of fueling passages fluidly coupled to the valve;

a fuel injection nozzle structured to receive fluid flowing from the fueling

passages, the fuel injection nozzle having an outlet fluidly coupled to a

combustion chamber of a turbine engine; and

a controller comprising a valve backpressure module structured to control

the valve to maintain the fuel supply pressure at a specified pressure.

18. The apparatus of claim 17 , wherein the fueling passages are

structured such that fuel flowing from the valve to each of the nozzle exits flows

monotonically downward.



9 . The apparatus of claim 7 , wherein the controller further comprises a

fuel temperature module structured to interpret a temperature of the fuel supply,

and a backpressure target module structured to determine the specified pressure

as a function of the temperature of the fuel supply.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the specified pressure comprises

one of a critical pressure and a pressure sufficient to maintain fuel in the fuel

supply as a liquid at the temperature of the fuel supply.

2 1 . The apparatus of claim 17 , further comprising an expansion chamber

interposed between the valve and the plurality of fueling passages.

22. The apparatus of claim 17 , wherein the plurality of fueling passages

are radially distributed around a geometric center.

23. The apparatus of claim 7 , further comprising a plurality of air flow

passages structured to provide an airflow induced swirl to a combustion stream

comprising the airflow mixed with fuel passing from the nozzle exits.



24. An apparatus, comprising:

a fuel supply for a turbine engine;

means for maintaining a specified pressure in the fuel supply such that

fuel in the fuel supply comprises a single continuous phase;

a plurality of fueling passages fluidly coupling the valve to a plurality of

nozzle exits; and

means for flowing equal amounts of fuel to each of the fueling passages

from the fuel supply.

25. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising means for determining

a temperature of the fuel supply and means for adjusting the specified pressure

in response to the temperature of the fuel supply.

26. The apparatus of claim 25, further comprising means for maintaining

a specified fuel flow rate in response to the specified pressure.

27. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the fueling passages are

structured such that fuel flowing from the valve to each of the nozzle exits flows

monotonically downward.
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